
Transform from paper to digital 
operations and inventory 
management in days 

Can enterprise asset management for 
field service companies be RAD? You bet! 
Exact Crane stocks a wide variety of top 
brands in cranes, parts, and attachments at 
competitive prices worldwide.  Exact Crane 
needed to transform into a digital-first 
enterprise but could not take away from or 
pause existing operations.

Case Study - Exact Crane

Why does inventory and operations 
management need to be digital-first?

Commercial and residential construction is growing in 

size, complexity and equipment needs. Preparing to 

meet this increased demand with improved service 

means moving from manual paper-based processes 

to a mobile-first world. Appify’s Rapid Application 

Development platform makes it easy to build the app 

that meets your team’s precise needs, from service 

and repair to leasing, rental, and more.



Appify makes business life simpler by delivering transformational agility to 
businesses through its Rapid Application Development Platform. Supercharge your 
technology team with the power to quickly build user-friendly apps that digitize a 
manual process or extend the capabilities of your current technology stack. 

Visit us at www.appify.com
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Appify offers Appify Studio which provides a library of lego-like building blocks that allows business users to 

leverage existing workflows with minor editing to quickly build workflows specific to your needs. You can also 

quickly build your own app from scratch. Your field techs will have complete customer history and product 

info in their hands, along with the tools they need to provide their best possible service to your customers.

Want to see how we’ve helped other enterprises with extensive field service assets in building a digital 

solution to their operations? Visit www.appify.com/demo

Appify runs on all major mobile carriers and 

iPad tablets. Design on your desktop and 

instantly notify your mobile teams. Scale your 

apps with your business As your company 

grows, so can your apps -- just add users and 

features as you need them.

Exact Crane handles renting, selling, repair, and 

maintenance for 150 cranes under management. 

The company’s paper-based processes for 

inventory, customer service history, and work 

order repair left them challenged by a lack of 

visibility. Assets and inventory by product type 

and status were hard to track. Parts, repair, and 

work orders lacked pieces of information. It was 

hard to attach photos and notes. The team built 

an App that includes 7 service issue checklists, 

14 output documents for condition reports, and 

the ability to attach photos directly in the app.

How Appify makes it easy to digitally transform an organization’s processes

Building an app your enterprise team 
will love to use

The results of implementing Appify 
on Exact Crane’s operations were 
measurable and impactful:

Appify’s RAD platform dramatically 
increases technician productivity 

Minimized equipment downtime and 
improved repair efficiency

Launched a full digital process for 
work orders

Moved their full inventory list of 
cranes online

Improved technician productivity 
and utilization

Increased their service attach rate
verticals


